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Employers call for a balanced approach on adequate and 

fair minimum wages 

 

Wages are an important aspect of the European social market 

economy model. Ensuring decent minimum wages in all the 

Member States helps achieving a number of objectives, 

including upward wage convergence, improving social and 

economic cohesion, improving living and working conditions 

and ensuring a level playing field in the Single Market. 

 

There are clearly divergent opinions on how to deliver decent 

minimum wages across Europe. The Employers' group of the 

EESC has been actively contributing to the debate. We remain 

convinced that an European directive on minimum wage is not 

appropriate and we have always argued that an European 

council recommendation would better able to take account 

different national situations and social partner competences.  
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To start, the legal situation regarding this initiative is highly 

complex. The proposal goes against the letter and spirit of the 

EU treaty on pay and collective bargaining, which are for good 

reasons the competence of Member States and social partners, 

in line with the principle of subsidiarity. Comments on other 

amendments are notwithstanding this position of principle. The 

EU can adopt legal instruments on working conditions on the 

basis of Articles 151 and 153(1)(b) TFEU. The Treaty provides 

that the provisions of Article 153 shall not apply to "pay" and 

EU case law has confirmed that even constituent aspects of pay 

(i.e., aspects that determine pay) cannot be dealt with.  

 

In the current debates, we call on all actors to ensure that a 

balanced and cautious approach is taken. Rather than setting 

prescriptive requirements, the Directive should only go so far 

as providing a framework for Member States and social 

partners to tailor to their national situation. In its current form, 

the Directive proposed is likely to lead to many court rulings 

with no legal certainty for employers or workers. 

 

It is absolutely necessary to make changes to the Directive 

proposal to clarify that it does not create individual rights, as 

this would not be in line with the division of EU and national 

competences, and only sets a framework to encourage Member 

States to take action. We encourage MEPs to support the 

amendments which go in this direction and not to extend the 

scope of the Directive towards an obligation to provide access 
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to minimum wages for all workers. This is not in line with 

article 153 (5) of the Treaty, as it interferes with minimum 

wage coverage in Member States, which is exempted from EU 

competences.  

 

While we agree that further efforts are needed regarding 

convergence of wages, we want any future actions to be 

anchored at full respect of the competence and autonomy of the 

national social partners regarding wage-setting processes and 

in accordance with national practices. These efforts should also 

aim at strengthening collective bargaining, which would also 

contribute to fairer wages as a whole, however without setting 

binding requirements on this which damage the autonomy of 

social partners.  

 

Being a compensation for the work done, setting of the 

minimum wage should be governed by the economic realities, 

linked to the economic situation in a country, region or sector, 

based on economic factors and not exacerbate the situation for 

the crisis-hit, struggling businesses and SMEs. Adequacy of 

minimum wages has to be combined with consideration of the 

impact on employment, competitiveness, productivity and 

demand. Any change of the minimum wage level will influence 

all pay levels, producing negative effects on employment, 

particularly for young people and low-skilled workers. This 

could aggravate non-compliance, which could also push a 

number of low-wage workers towards informality.  

 

https://www.eesc.europa.eu/en/our-work/opinions-information-reports/opinions/decent-minimum-wages-across-europe,see
https://www.eesc.europa.eu/en/our-work/opinions-information-reports/opinions/decent-minimum-wages-across-europe,see
https://www.eesc.europa.eu/en/our-work/opinions-information-reports/opinions/decent-minimum-wages-across-europe,see
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Variations and deductions in minimum wages are often used 

for specific and justified reasons, e.g., labour market 

integration. Also, the EU does not have competence to 

determine which rates of minimum wage apply to different 

groups of workers and then allow Member States to derogate 

from this. At the very most, the Directive should highlight the 

need for deductions and variations to be non-discriminatory 

and proportionate, but further conditions are not acceptable. 

 

Establishing thresholds for adequacy in a Directive is too far-

reaching. Besides the question of EU competence, this will 

interfere with the collective bargaining systems and the process 

for setting nationally relevant criteria. Any such aspects should 

not be binding, rather an encouragement to Member States.  

Usefully, the Council’s approach seems to be to recommend 

the use of indicators and associated reference values to help and 

guide Member States in better assessing the minimum wage 

adequacy.  

 

There is also a risk that the proposed binding target of 70% 

coverage will interfere with collective bargaining on minimum 

wages. Who is covered by collective agreements is for the 

social partners to decide. This would be worse with an even 

higher target, such as 80 or 90%. Instead, we favour a more 

balanced approach, where the collective bargaining threshold 

is seen not as a binding objective, but rather only an 

encouragement to improve collective bargaining coverage. We 

warn that to achieve such a target in some countries would only 
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be possible by automatically extending collective agreements 

to all companies and workers, by making them universally 

applicable, thereby reducing the role of social partners and 

weakening collective bargaining. We think it must be up to 

each Member State and social partners to decide what is the 

appropriate coverage, and what measure to take when or if 

improvements are deemed necessary. 

 

In conclusion, by expressing all these concerns, we believe we 

can help the European Commission and other institutions to 

possibly reconsider their legislative intentions as to prevent 

exposing Member States and businesses to uncertainty in these 

trying times and allow them to work, recover and thrive, so that 

wage increase come as a natural result, together with economic 

revival. We hope that the European Parliament and Council 

will not rush into an agreement without taking into account the 

key concerns of all stakeholders. Apart from an important 

political signal, the Directive above all is a piece of legislation 

and we have to carefully consider every aspect of its future 

implementation. 


